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MAXIMUM IDEMPOTENTS IN NATURALLY
ORDERED REGULAR SEMIGROUPS

by D. B. McALISTER and R. McFADDEN

(Received 5th January 1982)

1. Naturally partially ordered regular semigroups.

We shall denote by co the natural partial order on the idempotents E = E(S) of a
regular semigroup S, so that in E,

ecof if and only if e = ef =fe.

A partially ordered semigroup S(^) is called naturally partially ordered [9] if the
imposed partial order ^ extends co in the sense that

(Ve,/e£) ecof implies e^

No assumption is made about the reverse implication.
Nambooripad [12] has shown that on any regular semigroup S it is possible to

extend co to ^ on all of S. One can show that Nambooripad's definition of ^ is
equivalent to

(Va, beS) a^bii and only if a = aa'b = ba"a for some a', a"e V(a),

where as usual V{x) denotes the set of inverses of xeS [8]. In general g is not
compatible with multiplication on S, so that S(^) is not a partially ordered semigroup.
McAlister [9] has shown that a regular semigroup S can be naturally partially ordered
by some partial order g if and only if S is locally inverse; that is, each local submonoid
eSe, ee£, is an inverse semigroup. Nambooripad [12] uses the term pseudo-inverse to
describe the locally inverse semigroups.

There is a substantial literature on the subject of partially ordered semigroups as
such; a good account of it is given in [6]. Most of the results in that theory were
obtained by concentrating on the partial order. More recently Blyth [2,3,4,5] has
studied the structure of several classes of regular Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups, and
McAlister has shown [9] that each of these semigroups is in fact naturally partially
ordered and contains an idempotent u maximum with respect to the imposed order. (Of
course u is not necessarily maximum with respect to co, for this would imply that u is
the identity element of the locally inverse semigroup S in question, and therefore S=uSu
would necessarily be inverse.)
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Suppose then that S is a naturally ordered regular semigroup containing an
idempotent u which is maximum in the imposed order. Two things can be said of S. The
first is that S is a locally isomorphic image of a Rees matrix semigroup over the
naturally ordered inverse monoid uSu [9]. The second is that S is algebraically
isomorphic to

W= {(g, a, h)eEux uSu x uE;g^Caa~\ hMa~la],

where multiplication in W is defined by

(g, a, h)(v, b, w) = (gahva ~1, ahvb, b ~ 1hvbw),

with a corresponding order isomorphism under certain amenability conditions on the
imposed order [7].

Blyth and McFadden [7] proved their results by identifying two characteristics of the
maximum idempotent u. These are:

(i) u is medial, in the sense that xux = x for each x in the idempotent-generated part
IG(S) of S.

(ii) u is normal, in the sense that uIG(S)u is a semilattice.

The main result of this paper is to prove that a regular semigroup S can be naturally
partially ordered with a maximum idempotent u if (and only) S contains a medial
normal idempotent u.

The following proposition is in [7]; we include it here for completeness.

Proposition 1.1. If a regular semigroup S contains a medial normal idempotent then S is
locally inverse.

Proof. Suppose that ueS is a medial normal idempotent and let e, f, geE with
f,geeSe. Then

fg=efege = euefeuegeue (u is medial)

= e.uegeu.uefeu.e

=gf- •

Proposition 1.2. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup containing an idempotent u
satisfying

(iii) (Vee£) e = eue.

Then I = Eu is a set of idempotent representatives of the ^-classes of S, and A = uE is a
set of idempotent representatives of the ^-classes of S. For each (fg)eAxI the element
fg is idempotent.
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This is the constant of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 of [9]. It was proved there under the
assumptions that S was naturally ordered and u was the maximum idempotent of S, but
in fact the proof in [9] used only the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2, and we omit it here.

2. Locally inverse semigroups with a maximum idempotent

Let S be a regular semigroup, let / and A be sets, and let P = (pXi) be a A x / matrix
over S. Then

is a semigroup under the operation defined by

(i, a, X){j, b, n) = (i, apXjb, /x),

but in general it is not regular. But if we define !%J{{S; I, A; P) to be the set of regular
elements of J((S;I, A;P) we have the following result, Lemma 2.1 of [9].

Proposition 2.1. Let S be a regular semigroup, I, A sets and let P be a A x / matrix
over S. Then

(i) (i,a,X)eJ?(S;I,A;P) is regular if and only if

V{a) n pXj Sp^i-4) for some jeI,neA;

(ii) 0LJt(S,I, A;P) = {(i,a, A): V(a) nPxjSp^ =£<f> for some j e / , / i e A } is a regular
subsemigroup of M (S; /, A; P).

We call 0tJt{S\l,A;P) a regular Rees matrix semigroup over S, unital if S = Si and 1 is
an entry of P. For a good bibliography on this construction, see [11]; see also [14].

A homomorphism 0 of a regular semigroup T onto a regular semigroup S is called a
local isomorphism if 9 maps each local submonoid eTe of T isomorphically into S, and S
is called a locally isomorphic image of T. McAlister has proved the following local
structure theorem, which is an elucidation of a result of Allen [1]:

/ / S is a regular semigroup and S = SeS for some idempotent e of S, then S is a locally
isomorphic image of a unital Rees matrix semigroup T over eSe.

For our purposes we construct the covering semigroup T as follows. Let S be a
locally inverse semigroup containing an idempotent u satisfying (iii) above. Then
obviously S = SuS, and if we take I = Eu, A = uE and pitB=fg, then pf geuE2usE and

= {(e, x,f) eEux uSu x uE; x = uex = xfu},

and 9 defined by (e, x, f)9 = exf is an algebraic local isomorphism from T onto S.
To relate T to a possible partial order on S we must first define a partial order on T.

This is done by coordinates, and for the second coordinate we make the obvious choice
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of a> on uSu; its identity element u is then the maximum idempotent of the naturally
partially ordered inverse monoid uSu. For / we define

(Vee/) e^u,

and similarly for A, using the same symbol ^ ,

(V/eA) f^u.

These are the finest partial orders on /, A which make u the maximum element of each;
since / and A are for the present considered simply as sets there is no question of
compatibility at this stage. Finally, we use the cartesian ordering on T:

(e,x, f)^(g,y,h) if and only if e^g,xcoy, f^h.

Lemma 2.2. T'= 0tJl{uSu\l, A;P) is a partially ordered semigroup under the cartesian
ordering.

Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove that P is an isotone map from A x / (under the
cartesian ordering) to uSu. Suppose therefore that {f,e)S(Kg) in Ax/ . There is nothing
to prove if f = h and e=g. For the other three cases, suppose first that h = u=g; then
pf,e=fecou2 = hg=phig. Next let h = u^f,g = e. Then ph,g = ug,pfye=fe=fg, and so
Pf,ePh,9=fgug=fg (using (iii))=P/,e; since pKg and p/>e are in E(uSu) it follows that

g- The last case, h=f and g = u, is similar, so P is isotone. •

Lemma 2.3. Under the cartesian ordering T=3%Jt (uSu;I,A;P) is a naturally partially
ordered semigroup with maximum idempotent (u, u, u).

Proof. If (e,x,f)eE(T) then x = x.fe.xcox2, since feeE(uSu); therefore x = x2. It
follows that if (e, x,f)co(g, y, h) in £(T) then e=g, f = h and x = xfey = yfex; consequently
e=g, f = h and xcoy, that is, (e, x,f) g (g, y, h) in T. Thus T is naturally ordered; obviously
(u, u, u) is its maximum idempotent. •

Since 6: T-*S defined by (e,x,f)6 = exf is an epimorphism it will follow that S can be
partially ordered if the congruence relation p associated with 9 is regular in the
following sense [6]. An equivalence relation p on a partially ordered set A(^) is regular
if A/p can be partially ordered in such a way that the natural map A->A/p is isotone. A
closed bracelet modulo p is a finite subset consisting of In {n a positive integer) elements
{aua2,..., an, bu b2,..., bn) of A satisfying

where = denotes equivalence modulo p. An open bracelet modulo p is a finite subset of
the form
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In this x is called the initial clasp and y the terminal clasp. By Theorem 6.1 of [6], p is
regular on A if and only if for every closed bracelet modulo p all the elements belong to
the same p-class. In this case A/p can be ordered by

Px = Py if
 ana> only if there is an open bracelet with initial clasp x and terminal clasp y.

When A is a semigroup and p the congruence associated with a homomorphism of A,
this ordering clearly makes A/p a partially ordered semigroup, the isotone epimorphic
image of A under the canonical map A-*A/p.

Theorem 2.4. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup which contains an idempotent u such
that e = eue for each idempotent e of S. Then the congruence relation p associated with the
local epimorphism Q:T = !%Jl{uSu;l,A.,P)->S where pf,e=fe, given by (e,x,f)9 = exf, is
regular.

Proof. Consider a closed bracelet

n=bn^a1 in T.

Clearly we can assume without loss of generality that ft;=/=a1 + 1 for any i; and if ai = ai+i

we can replace a,sbj^a1 + 1sft j + 1 by at = bi+l so we can also assume at^ai+l for any i,
with obvious modifications if i = n.

By definition of 0, two elements (e, x,f) and (g, y, h) of T are p-equivalent if and only if
exf=gyh, and by definition of T this is so if and only if ex—gy, xf=yh and x — y. It
follows from the construction of the order on T that all the elements in a closed bracelet
have their second components equal.

Consider a closed bracelet with n p-links:

There are four cases to be considered in the comparison bn^a! and we are assuming
that one of them, bn = au does not occur.

Case 1. ei=u=fi. Here elxf1 = x = e2xf2 while e2^e3 and / 2 ^ / 3 . Assuming I
there are only three sub-cases. One of these is e3 = u =/3, and this immediately implies

e2x/2 = gjx/i = uxu = e3x/3,

so that a1 = a2, contrary to assumption.

The second is e2 = e3 and f3 = u, which leads to e3xf3 = e2xu = e2x = elx (since at=,
= e3x, while xft =xu = xf3. But c1x=e3x and xft=xf3 is also equivalent to at=a2.

The last subcase e3 = u, / 2 =/3 is completely analogous to the preceding.
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Case 2. ex ~u, ft =f2n. Here xf1=xf2n; we also have the relations

x = e1x = e2x

There are precisely two ways in which e2^e3, namely (a) e2 = e3 or (b) ez = u.

(a) If e2 = e3 then x = elx = e2x = e3x = e4x.
(b) If e3 = u then x = e1x = e2x and e3x = ux — x = e4x,

so x = etx = e2x = e3x = e4x in either case.
Similarly e4^e5 implies x — etx, l ^ i ^ 6 , and it follows by a simple inductive

argument that x = e,x, l g i ^ 2 n . Finally, xf1=xf2n and exx = e2nx are equivalent to
bn = au again contrary to assumption.

The third case, el = e2n and/ 1 = u, is completely analogous to the second, and the
result follows. •

Theorem 2.5. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup which contains an idempotent u such
that e = eue for each idempotent e of S. Then S can be naturally partially ordered in such a
way that u is the maximum idempotent of S.

Proof. We know that S is a locally isomorphic image of T=MJ?(uSu:I,A;P),
Pf,e=fe, and by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, that T is a naturally ordered regular semigroup
with maximum idempotent u. Each pair s, t of elements of S can be expressed in the form
s = exf t=gyh for (e,x,f), (g,y,h)eT, and if we then order S by

s^t if and only if there exist ai = (e2i_l,xi,f2i-.1) and />i = (e2i,Xi,/2i), l^i^n for
some positive integer n, such that (e,x,f)^a1 = b1^a2... ^an =

it follows from Theorem 2.4 that the partially ordered semigroup S(^) is an isotone
homomorphic image of T. The result now follows from Corollary 3.4 of [9], that any
isotone homomorphic image of a naturally partially ordered regular semigroup is itself
naturally ordered, together with the obvious fact that the image u of (u, u, u) is the
maximum idempotent of S. •

Given that S is locally inverse, the only property of the element u used to prove
Theorem 2.5 was (iii), and since every naturally partially ordered regular semigroup with
a maximum idempotent u is locally inverse and u satisfies (i) [7], it follows that (i) and
(iii) coincide for locally inverse semigroups. This can of course be proved directly; it is
also inherent in Theorem 5.5 of [10], which yields the result when applied to IG(S). All
the idempotents satisfying (iii) in a locally inverse semigroup S, if there are any at all,
are contained in a single ./-class because for each one, say u, SuS = S. Actually they are
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all ^-equivalent because for any pair u, v of them, u — uvu and v = vuv. Finally, they
form a rectangular band, because if e2 = eeS then euve = euv.eue = eu.v.eu.e = eue = e.

When a naturally partially ordered regular semigroup S contains a maximum
idempotent u then S is orthodox if and only if u is a middle unit in the sense that
(Vx,yeS)xy = xuy [9].

Naturally partially ordered orthodox semigroups are liberally supplied with
subsemigroups which have a maximum idempotent. For an idempotent e in a naturally
partially ordered regular semigroup S, let

Se = {xeS:3x'eV(x) with xx'^e,x'x^e}.

Then Se is a subsemigroup of S, for if x, y e Se and x' e V(x), y' e V(y) with xx' ^ e, x'x ^ e,
yy'^e, y'yf^e, let geS(x'x,yy') [13]; then y'gx'e V(xy) and xyy'gx' = xgx'Sxx'Se, and
similarly y'gx'xy^e..Obviously Se is regular and naturally ordered, and i f / 2 = / e S e and
f'eV(f) satisfies ff'Ze, f'f^e, then if S is orthodox, f'eE, and so f=ff'f=ff'f'f^e2

= e.
Orthodox semigroups are not the only ones for which each Se has a maximum

idempotent. If S is any completely 0-simple semigroup then it is naturally partially
ordered under a> as the imposed order and Se is just the maximal subgroup of S
containing e. In fact a naturally partially ordered regular semigroup S may coincide
with Se for one of its idempotents e without being orthodox. For example, let G be a
partially ordered group and let x < 1 in G. Let P be the 2x2 matrix over G with p u — x,
p12 = p2 1=p2 2 = l, and let S = Jt{G;2,2;P) be partially ordered by the cartesian order.
Then P is an isotone map {l,2}x{l,2}->G and S is a partially ordered completely
simple semigroup. It is therefore a naturally partially ordered regular semigroup.
Its idempotents are:

(note that x - 1 > l ) and under the imposed order u>(l, 1,2) and u>(2,1,1). Let y
= (i,z,j)eS; then y'= {2,z-\2)eV{y) and yy' = (i,l,2)^u, y'y=(2,l,j)^u, so S = SU. But
S has no maximum idempotent because w^(l,x 1,1).
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